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ABSTRACT: ECG analysis is used to find cardiac arrhythmia analysis. This ECG signal can be acquired by using led
methodology in common we use 12 lead ECG for acquiring ECG signal. This 12 lead ECG will describe 3 directional
blood flow within heart. Atrial electrical action (AEA) waves play important role in diagnosis of arrhythmias. When
ECG signal is acquired in noisy conditions (due to external radiations) AEA waves cannot be accurately extracted
because AEA waves are hidden in other waves. To extract AEA waves precisely for further arrhythmia diagnosis we
use SUMER method based on band pass filtering and threshold based segmentation and synthetic extraction based on
minimum MSE value. These methods will work efficiently for different arrhythmia cases we can prove that our method
will yield better results compared to state-of-art criteria like PCA based AEA extraction method using sensitivity and
positive predicted values as metrics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Diesis of heart is expressed as cardiac arrhythmia showing irregular [1] activity of electrical action which
leads to malfunctioning of mechanical activity of heart. Arrhythmia [ 2] symptoms, implications leads to dizziness[3],
syncope and stroke rarely to death[4]. For successful diagnosis arrhythmia type doctor should clearly verify 12-lead
ECG [5]. AEA waves depict key features for diagnosis as they are having relationships to QRS complexes. The type
arrhythmia [6] is decided by finding ratio between AEA wave numbers to QRS complexes. Detecting AEA waves is a
difficult task in some arrhythmias where AEA waves are mixed [7] in other ECG components. this may lead to
improper diagnosis of arrhythmias. The important for making appropriate diagnosis of arrhythmia detection of AEA is
crucial.
Due to some issues related to QRS complexes, Ventricular Tachycardia (VT) and Super Ventricular
Tachycardia (SVT) [8], Detection of AEA has inability in many cases like arrhythmia confirmative diagnosis. There is
significant insufficiency in AEA detection is observed over past decades. The adaptive filtering method using impulse
train the coincides with QRS complexes in order reduce them and T waves from ECG signals [9] .
The system using low pass [11] separation AEA waves are found using derivative zero crossing in particular
sorting windows related to QRS complex. it shows good results in pathologies and sinus rhythm. a recent method using
T wave filtration and wavelet [14] is performed but this method has validations in QRS complexes. For the detection
AEA waves in artial fibrillation various algorithms were used .The important used method was QRST cancellation. The
other approach is blind source separation where AEA and Ventricular electrical activity are taken as two different
sources mixed to compose ECG signals.
In this paper we proposed a classical method that follows ICA and PCA [17] methods assumptions that atrial
action is retrieved from linear ECG leads, that alleviates limitations of correlation between AEA and ventricular action.
The proposed method is a semi automatic with two variations in both of them first we refer to the ECG signals as
mixed of two elements named as ventricular and atrial and try to exploit mathematical methods for separation of the
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two elements, followed by finding the AEA waves in perfect time locations, the sensitivity and positive predicted[6]
values of ECG signals are calculated and significant improvement is observed for different ECG signals.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Various ECG signals were taken from deciding objective of AEA distinguishing proof in atrial fibrillation. By
and large used procedure is the spatiotemporal QRST [13] fixing. Another fundamental procedure is outwardly
weakened source division, in which the AEA and the ventricular electrical activity are considered as two various
sources that were straightly mixed to make the ECG signal.
The allotment of the sources is supervised using principal portion examination (PCA) [17] or self-ruling
fragment examination these routines rely on upon the uncorrelated additionally, self-sufficiency of the AEA and the
ventricular development. Here, we propose a system that relies on upon the same assumption as in the ICA and PCA
methods that the atrial activity can be imitated from an immediate blend of 12-lead ECG signs, however does not
oblige any further limitations as for the relationship or dependence between the AEA and ventricular activity. Likewise,
likeness with a different number of arrhythmias is proficient, including covered AEA-waves cases.
The introductory stage in the proposed count (SUMER) [11] is physically stamping of no under one P wave in
the ECG signal. The researcher partitions the sign into AA segments (P-waves) and NAA (non-AA) parcels Rather than
manual stamping of the P wave, there is an option of finding the P waves hence using SUMER with unsupervised
gathering, this decision is under investigation and is out of the degree of this paper. Without further ado we're looking
for 12 weight coefficients, one weight coefficient for each ECG lead signal.
The straight mix using these weights should convey a yield signal with complemented we are in AA.. The
figuring subtracts the mean of every part. In case, If we have one AA part and two NAA Fragment the count subtracts
the mean from the 12 signs in the AA section and from the 24 banners in the NAA pieces. Next, the computation picks
12 coefficients subjectively (initial qualities). In no time the estimation figures the cost limit which is the
imperativeness extent between the stamped likewise, the non-stamped parts in the yield the imperativeness extent
between the stamped likewise, the non-stamped parts in the yield sources. The marked segment is between the two
vertical lines

Fig 2: The leads are linear combinations of the

Now, we mark one segment in the ECG leads. The marked segment contains one P-wave; we are looking for a
linear combination of the two leads that will produce the highest ratio between the marked segment's energy and the
non-marked segment's energy. Since it can't reduce the other P-waves' amplitude without reducing the marked P-wave's
amplitude, the energy ratio will get its maximum when the QRS [13] complexes will reduce to zero but the amplitude
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of the P-waves doesn't have an influence on the energy ratio. The desired signal can be obtained by a linear
combination of the two leads with the coefficients[9]. The obtained signal contains the atrial activity source signal only.

Fig 3: Linear combination of the leads produces the atrial activity source signal.

SEPARATION USING MAXIMUM ENERGY RATIO (SUMER):

Fig4: Block diagram of sumer technique

In this approach, the ECG signal is initially divided into two parts a manually delineated segment (by a
physician expert cardiac electro physiologist) that contains a single AEA-wave, and the under lineated surrounding
segments are shown in figure1. The main concept is forcing the linear combination of ECG signals to converge to a
signal that has the maximum ratio between the energy in the marked segment and the energy in the non marked
segments; this resulting signal is expected to have amplified AEA-waves and reduced QRS[13] and T waves.
The flow chart of the SUMER as shown in figure4
(1) Manually segmenting one AEA-wave, which is in effect equivalent to dividing the signals to a marked segment
and residual unmarked segments.
(2) Subtracting the mean of each segment.
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(3) Creating a cost function of the energy ratio between the marked segment and the residual signal segments with
initial random weight coefficients for the linear combination.
AEA Detection Using Synthetic AEA Signal
In this variation, we alter the classic linear combiner, which is a known method for removal of noise and
artefacts[11], blinks and eye movements (EOG) artefacts cancellation from EEG recordings and ECG artefacts removal
from EEG. Adaptations and variations of this technique are widely used for many purposes, such as detecting
ventricular late potentials in ECG [14] and estimating event-related smooth sensory evoked potential signals. The main
concept of the classic linear combiner for the noise removal task is subtracting an appropriate linear combination of
reference signals from the observed signal, in order to remove the noise.

Fig5: flow chart for synthetic AEA technique

One of the late strategies presents division of AA from VA utilizing the ICA [17] system. The ICA strategy
depends on the presumption that the AA can be built by a straight blend of the 12 ECG leads. This proposed strategy,
called partition utilizing most extreme vitality proportion (SUMER), depends on the same supposition however takes
an alternate methodology. Utilizing from the earlier data, the doctor/client marks no less than one P wave portion, and
at that point the calculation constrains the straight blend of the 12 prompts unite to the sign that has the greatest
proportion between the vitality in the checked fragments and the vitality in the non-checked segments. The outcome is
a sign with underscored P waves and diminished QRS [13] and T waves.
The focal points and burdens over the ICA system are examined later. For test setup signals from the GE Cardio
lab IT which produces standard 12 lead ECG were taken. Obtrusive estimations from the high right chamber (HRA)
which help the specialist to distinguish AA and imprint it (for the to begin with venture of the calculation), and for
execution assessment of the calculation, 5 sinus rhythms, 3 AV hub re-passage tachycardia (AVNRT) signals, an AV
re-section tachycardia (AVRT) signal, 2 atrial ripple and 2 atrial fibrillation signals. The atrial fibrillation signs are
from the St Petersburg INCART 12-lead Arrhythmia Database. In the pre-processing phase, the ECG signs were
separated utilizing a band-go with band between 0.5-60 Hz. Disposal of the 50Hz force supply commotion had been
done by the Cardio lab machine itself utilizing score channel. All the calculations were computed by using MATLAB
14 version.
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III. RESULTS
Matlab tool is developed for effective detection and classification of arrhythmia using ECG signals. Totally 19
ECG samples are tested, table (1) shows results of our proposed method for some ECG samples. Algorithm works fine
for noise contaminated signals also. We consider the entire duration ECG recordings since the proposed method does
not require any learning phase. ECG samples taken from physio net bank databases, some are from MIT-BIH and some
from Creighton University arrhythmia databases. It contains 48 half-hour of two channel ECG recordings sampled at
360 Hz with 11-bit resolution over a 10 mV range.
In the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database, ECG records 104, 105, 108, 200, 203, 210, and 228 contain high-grade
noise and artifact. Records 108, 111, 112, 116, 201, 203, 205, 208, 210, 217, 219, 222, and 228 include severe baseline
drifts and abrupt changes. Records 201, 202, 203, 219 and 222 exhibit various irregular rhythmic patterns. Records
201, 219 and 232 include long pauses up to 6 s in duration. Records 108 and 222 contain tall sharp P waves. Record
113 has tall sharp T waves. For these ECG recordings, the number of false positive detections is more in all the
algorithms. Records 200, 203 and 233 contain multiform ventricular arrhythmia, negative QRS polarity and sudden
changes in QRS morphology. Record 208 has wider premature ventricular contractions (PVCs). Record 223 exhibits
sudden changes in QRS amplitudes Records 116 and 208 contain smaller QRS complexes than the others. Cu01, cu03
signals are from Creighton University arrhythmia databases.
The sensitivity and positive predicted values are calculated for proposed and PCA method significant
improvement is observed and tabulated in Table I
Table I Accuracy Analysis for AEA wave Detection
Test database
Method
Rhythm
case

Threshold Type
No of
patients

SUMER
Fixed

Synthetic AEA
Adapted

Fixed

Adapted

No of
waves

Se(%)

p

Se(%)

P

Se(%)

P

Se(%)

P

Se(%)

P

Se(%)

P

Sinus
rhythm

9

1,142

98.82

47.05

98.21

62.33

97.76

72.11

98.777

54.35

98.48

73.51

98.18

83.79

Artial
Tachysardia

10

2,356

82.49

83.57

87.26

78.75

87.26

78.75

90.34

97.81

94.12

96.95

93.98

96.94

AVRT

10

1,476

88.3

87.3

92.07

82.2

92.01

82.2

92.07

82.2

95.35

97.55

97.83

93.69

AVNRT

3

210

89.86

75.32

92.18

67

92.18

67.43

96.43

96.47

97.69

93.26

97.69

93.63

PVC

6

936

84.98

72.03

91.18

80.05

72.08

81.38

86.61

77.56

90.52

83.86

73.73

87.23

Pac

4

341

95.19

46.84

94.2

42.54

91.07

75

97.62

50.37

97.62

44.62

93.33

82.01

42

6,461

88.59

81.97

88.13

81.97

81.76

83.96

92.09

90.41

92.21

86.44

94.99

94.32

Total

.
IV.CONCLUSIONS
ECG signal analysis is used to diagnosis and detects arrhythmias in human. AEA waves play a vital role in
detection of arrhythmias [7]. When ECG signal is acquired in noisy conditions (due to external radiations) AEA waves
cannot be accurately extracted (because AEA waves are hidden in other waves) [4].To extract AEA waves precisely
for further arrhythmia diagnosis we use SUMER method based on band pass filtering and threshold based segmentation
and synthetic extraction based on minimum MSE value. This method may serve as a non-invasive tool for physicians to
detect AEA, as a crucial step toward arrhythmia [16] diagnosis. It may facilitate patient diagnosis and treatment at
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earlier stages, thereby greatly diminishing the risk of future major health implications. This relatively fast and
uncomplicated technology may be applied in medical centres diagnostic ECG instruments.
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